SIT Alemira

The Digital Education Platform
SIT Alemira is an all-in-one digital ecosystem offering an integrated platform for learning, education and science management
designed for schools, universities, bootcamps and businesses. The platform features a Machine Intelligence (MI)-powered
learning and authoring platform, data-driven collaborative research and modeling platform, active educational content from
famous scientists and organizational transformation consulting services.
Driving engagement in online learning and solving education, people and process management issues are some of the key goals
of SIT Alemira. As a higher education institution, you can future-proof your services and digital infrastructure as well as improve
institutional efficiency. As a business, you can boost training results and ease the digital transition for your team and clients.

Tap into Active Learning
With SIT Alemira you can go beyond digitizing educational content and transform passive information consumption into
high-engagement knowledge discovery. Advance your online education offerings with personalized content, enhanced tutoring,
interactivity and a learn-by-doing approach.
Active Content
Bringing engagement to education,
research and community. Break free
from static content and experiment
with a whole new way in Active Lab
or Active Assessment.

Active Improvement
Adapt course material on the go.
Leverage real-time data collection
and MI agent simulation to
automatically improve your instruction
and assessment content.

Active Tutors
Benefit from a virtual tutor that
provides real-time feedback to the
learner. Access personalized advice,
ranging from hints to mini-courses on
prerequisites.

Active Practice
Ensure hands-on practice through our
Active Lab or Active Practicum,
resulting in advanced knowledge
assimilation.

Active Authoring
Speed up course recording with
advice from our Active Avatar,
pre-created templates in Active
Atelier, or learner participation scenes
in Active Theatre.

Active Research
Leverage data aggregation, MI
analysis, modeling, and synthesis, MI
assistant and advanced collaboration
tools to increase researcher efficacy
and efficiency.

Access a Full Suite of Solutions for Online Digitization
Manage all your institution’s needs in one place through an integrated platform for learning, education and science management.
Educate students online, faster and more efficiently, simplifying, automating and optimizing all education, research and learning
processes.
SIT Alemira LMS

SIT Alemira Practicum

SIT Alemira Lab

Implement Active Learning to
transform passive information
consumption into high-engagement
knowledge discovery. Leverage an
Active Approach for content block
building and better engage, retain and
interact with learners and trainees.

Establish long-term student
engagement through interactive
online learning. Students can master
new concepts through advanced
online problem solving and teachers
can tap into students’ learning data
for a more hands-on, personalized
digital learning experience.

Improve the effectiveness of online
learning with tailor-made Labs to
access tech-savvy means of
practicing new knowledge and skills.
Deliver a more effective virtual
environment that enables
learning-by-doing through engaging
exercises, experiments and
assessments.
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ERP for Education

SIS

Implement a robust Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP)
solution, designed for universities and education
institutions, to better manage day-to-day business
activities. Streamline management processes with
advanced Financial Operations and a CRM System, as well
as simplified Grant, Donation & Funding solutions.

Advance your education offering with a strong academic
structure designed for your organizational needs.
Implement a system that simplifies academic calendars,
course and program management, student profile and
portals, curriculum management, course enrollment and
more.

Request a Demo

Looking Toward the Future
SIT Alemira is constantly working to advance its robust all-in-one digital platform. From upgrading existing product offerings to
developing new solutions designed to support schools, universities, bootcamps, research institutions and businesses in their
digital transformation, the education platform offers a 360° solution.


The robust Learning Management and Education Management offering will soon be fortified by a complete Science Management
platform for academic and industrial research teams looking to increase effectiveness. Powered by MI technology, the SIT
Alemira platform offers an integrative solution designed to help institutions stay on the forefront of technology and of their
organizational needs.
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